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 Preface
New to This Edition

All That’s New: Marketing in the Age of Disruption
The fifteenth edition of Marketing: An Introduction reflects the major trends and shift-
ing forces that impact marketing in this digital age of customer value, engagement, and 
relationships. Here are just some of the major new and continuing changes you’ll find in 
this edition.

 ● Customer engagement framework: This fifteenth edition continues to build on its  
customer engagement framework—creating direct and continuous customer involve-
ment in shaping brands, brand conversations, brand experiences, brand advocacy, and 
brand community. New coverage and fresh examples throughout the text address the 
latest customer engagement tools, practices, and developments.

17

14 Digital Marketing

Previewing the Concepts
In previous chapters, you explored the basics of marketing. You learned that the aim of 
marketing is to engage customers and to create value for them in order to capture value 
from them in return. Good marketing companies win, keep, and grow customers by  
understanding customer needs, designing customer value–driven marketing strategies, 
constructing  value-delivering marketing programs, engaging customers, and building 
customer relationships. In this chapter, we dig deeper into the fastest-growing form of 
marketing: digital marketing (which includes online, social media, and mobile marketing). 
Over the past decade, marketing has undergone a dramatic transformation spurred by the 
surge in internet usage and buying as well as rapid advances in digital technologies—from 
smartphones, tablets, and IoT devices to the spate of online, mobile, and social media. As 
you read this chapter, remember that although we address special considerations in digital 
marketing strategy separately here, digital marketing must be carefully integrated with 
other elements of marketing strategy and the marketing mix.

Let’s start by looking at Coca-Cola, a company famous for its advertising. Its classic 
mass-media advertising campaigns have informed and entertained generations of  
consumers over many decades. But as the times have changed in this digital age, so has 
the way Coca-Cola communicates with and engages consumers. Although it still relies 
heavily on massive advertising campaigns to position the brand and tell the brand story, 
Coca-Cola has also mastered digital, social, and mobile media to engage consumers 
directly, spark brand conversations, and make the brand a part of consumers’ lives.

 Objectives Outline
 OBJECTIVE 14-1 Define digital marketing and discuss its rapid growth and  
benefits to customers and companies.

OBJECTIVE 14-2 Discuss the consumer and market research required to design 
an effective digital marketing campaign.

OBJECTIVE 14-3 Discuss the different digital channels and media and explain 
how companies employ them to create an omni-channel marketing strategy.

 OBJECTIVE 14-4 Identify and discuss the public policy issues presented by  
digital marketing.

 Chapter 3: Analyzing the Marketing Environment   95

MARKETING AT WORK  3.1

Marketing in the Age of Disruption: Managing the Present and Planning  
for the Future
Disruption in the marketing environment has always been 
around. But it seems to have accelerated in recent years. The 
recent past has been marked by everything from the rapid 
rise of digital technologies and large economic swings to ex-
treme weather patterns, social and political turmoil, and global 
health crises.

And then there was 2020, with all that plus the massive dis-
ruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic 
had a huge and wide-ranging impact on consumers and, conse-
quently, on the industries and brands that serve them. COVID’s 
adverse impact on jobs and the economy caused a crash in con-
sumer spending. Homebound, socially distanced, and financially 
stressed consumers dramatically changed how they shopped 
and what they bought. Such disruptions create both threats and  
opportunities for marketers, who must adapt quickly and create 
flexible strategies to deal with uncertain times and futures.

Every brand has a pandemic story. Some industries suffered 
more than others. For example, hospitality and travel companies, 
airlines, restaurants, theaters, sports entertainment venues, and 
many store retailers saw their fortunes plunge as locked-down 
 consumers isolated themselves at home. Many well-known 
brands fell into bankruptcy, such as Hertz, J.C. Penney, 
Neiman Marcus, Lord & Taylor, Stein Mart, and Gold’s Gym. 
In contrast, other companies and industries thrived—online  
retailers or those with strong online order and delivery systems, 
such as Amazon and Target, video conferencing and other tech 
companies like Zoom and Microsoft, social media and enter-
tainment brands like Facebook and Netflix, and home 
fitness brands like Peloton, to name only a few.

But even brands that received automatic bumps in 
sales from the pandemic faced huge challenges—how to 
serve their consumers well and meet immediate demand 
while at the same time preparing for a post-pandemic 
“new normal.” For example, take Reckitt, the producer 
of Lysol disinfectant and a cabinet full of other house-
hold brands that “help people enjoy a cleaner, healthier 
life.” In the early months of the pandemic, Lysol faced a  
gigantic spike in demand. And as people stayed home 
and cooked more, they needed more of Reckitt’s Finish 
dishwashing detergent. Homebound families adopted 
more pets, so they needed more of Reckitt’s Resolve 
carpet cleaner. And with more cooking and pet smells, 
Reckitt had trouble keeping up with demand for its Air 
Wick air freshening products.

Reckitt adapted swiftly and decisively. As early as 
January 2020, Reckitt’s CEO instructed his managers to 
“turn on the factories 24 hours” and go “full blast.” For 
starters, even as competitors hesitated, Reckitt nailed 
down its ingredient supply chain, finding creative ways 

to source the needed amounts of more than 100 different raw 
ingredients. It tripled production of Lysol by cutting deals with 
hundreds of smaller brands to use their surplus production capac-
ity while at the same time investing in more capacity of its own.

To get its products quickly into the hands of needy custom-
ers, Reckitt slimmed down the sizes and varieties in the Lysol 
line, which simplified everything from production to stock-
ing shelves. And even with its increased costs, Reckitt com-
mitted to keeping prices steady, mindful of the importance of 
maintaining customer relationships post-pandemic. Its rapid 
response to the COVID-19 disruption paid off for Reckitt’s 
brands. Lysol finished 2020 with sales up 70 percent. And it 
gained market share as rivals like Clorox stayed flat or strug-
gled just to keep up.

Perhaps no company provides a better example of how 
to adapt to major disruptions than KDP. The company was 
formed two years ago by the merger of pod coffee brewer 
maker Keurig and cold drink maker Dr Pepper Snapple, mak-
ing it the only company that covers both the “hot” and “cold” 
sides of the beverage industry.

When COVID-19 hit, rather than hunkering down and 
waiting things out, KDP chose to make the crisis work in its 
favor. It pivoted quickly for the short term but also wanted to 
build adaptability into its long-term strategy. “We didn’t think 
the world would return to normal,” said KDP’s CEO, Bob 
Gamgort. So “we forged a blueprint that makes disruption our 
friend.”

Perhaps no company provides a better example of how to adapt to major 
disruptions in the marketing environment than beverage maker KDP. During the 
COVID-19 pandemic, KDP “forged a blueprint that makes disruption our friend.”
Eyal Dayan Photography

 ● Digital marketing: In the fifteenth edition, the digital mar-
keting chapter (Chapter 14) is retitled, heavily restructured, 
and much revised, with substantial new framing and content. 
Rather than treating digital marketing as a part of the promo-
tion mix, the chapter is now a stand-alone digital marketing 
strategy chapter focusing on special considerations in pre-
paring digital marketing campaigns. The recrafted chapter is 
organized around a four-step digital marketing process that 
involves understanding digital marketing, preparing for a digi-
tal marketing campaign, employing digital channels (online, 
social media, and mobile marketing) in an omni-channel strat-
egy, and addressing public policy issues in digital marketing.

 ● Marketing in the age of disruption: Throughout the fifteenth 
edition, you’ll find new coverage of how companies are deal-
ing with recent major disruptions in the marketing environ-
ment. The recent past has been marked by everything from 
the rapid rise of digital technologies and large economic 
swings to extreme environmental patterns, social and political 
turmoil, and global health crises. For example, the digital age 
has caused a massive shift in what, how, and where consum-
ers buy. Wide-ranging social, environmental, and political 
developments require a new approach to social responsibil-
ity, sustainability, and brand activism. The global COVID-19 
pandemic had a huge and lasting impact on consumers and, 
consequently, on the industries and brands that serve them. 
Such disruptions create both threats and opportunities for 
marketers, who must adapt quickly and create flexible strate-
gies that can deal with uncertain times and futures.

 ● Marketing technology: Keeping up with digital con -
cepts, technologies, and practices is a top priority and  
major challenge for today’s marketers. The fifteenth edi-
tion of Marketing: An Introduction provides thoroughly 
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refreshed, up-to-date coverage of these explosive developments in every chapter—from 
digital, online, mobile, and social media engagement technologies in Chapters 1, 4, 12, 
and 14; to “big data,” new marketing analytics, the Internet of Things, and artificial intel-
ligence in Chapters 1, 3, 4, and 14; to the rapid rise of direct-to-consumer (DTC) marketing 
in Chapters 10, 11, and 14; to the massive shift to  omni-channel and digital marketing in 
Chapters 11 and 14. The Chapter 1 section “The Digital Age: Online, Mobile, and Social 
Media Marketing” introduces the exciting developments in digital and social media mar-
keting. Then a much-revised Chapter 14 on digital marketing digs more deeply into digital 
marketing strategy and the digital tools by which marketers engage consumers anywhere, 
anytime via their digital devices.

 ● Fast-changing marketing trends and topics: This edition adds fresh coverage of both tra-
ditional marketing areas and  fast-changing topics such as digital, mobile, and social me-
dia marketing; customer engagement marketing; the customer journey; big data, artificial 
intelligence, and new marketing analytics; the major digital transformation in marketing 
research;  omni-channel marketing and the massive shifts in today’s retailing; direct-to-
consumer marketing (DTC); real-time customer listening and marketing; marketing con-
tent creation and curation; B-to-B social media and social selling; online and dynamic 
pricing; sustainability and social responsibility; global marketing; and much more.

 ● Content marketing and marketing communications: The fifteenth edition continues 
to track fast-changing developments in marketing communications and the creation 

of brand content. Marketers no longer simply create ad-
vertising and integrated marketing communications pro-
grams; they join with customers and media to curate and 
share marketing content in paid, owned, earned, and shared 
media. You won’t find fresher coverage of these important 
topics in any other marketing text.

50 Part 1: Defining Marketing and the Marketing Process

 latigid eht ot evom neddus a dereggirt cimednap 91-DIVOC ehT 
world with remote working, virtual learning, online consultations, 
and online socializing becoming the norm. The lockdowns and 
work-from-home requirements pushed businesses to be nimble in 
responding to the fast-changing situation and to employees. This 
propelled the need for efficient communication tools and video-
conferencing come up with ways to stay connected with their 
customers and platforms. Although many video-conferencing 
apps like Skype, Cisco, Webex, and Google Meet existed, Zoom, 
which was already a major player in the video-conferencing in-
dustry, came into the limelight in a matter of few days during the 
pandemic. 

-rauqdaeh si dna nauY cirE yb 1102 ni dednuof saw mooZ 
tered in San Jose, California. Zoom is a cloud-based video com-
munications app that enables its users to set up online video and 
audio conferences and webinars with live chats, screen-sharing, 
and other functions for efficient virtual collaboration. During 
the pandemic, Zoom quickly became the benchmark for video 
conferencing and a platform providing real-time collaborative 
communication for businesses, organizations, public bodies, 
schools, colleges, universities, and for personal use around the 
world. In 2019, it was listed on the Nasdaq stock exchanges. 

-noc oediv denigami yllamron elpoep ,cimednap eht erofeB 
ferencing to mean a serious corporate meeting with partici-
pants who could not be physically present in the boardroom. 
However, the coronavirus changed this perception within a few 
days as video calling became the way through which society 
operated. Millions of people across the globe who were locked 
up in their homes resorted to using video conferencing to at-
tend not just work meetings but also birthday parties, school 
and college classes, virtual concerts, religious events, and even 
funerals. These unforeseen circumstances led to a race in the 
tech industry to fulfill the urgent communication needs of busi-
nesses and individual consumers. Some experts have com-
mented that accelerated adoption behavior exhibited by people 
could be equated to seven years’ worth of adoption behavior as 
the market was pushed to plan, implement, and adopt a seven-
year plan in two weeks.  Zoom seemed to be most ready to 
respond to the market needs. According to Business Insider, the 
usage of Zoom increased by a whopping 1900 percent between 
December 2019 and September 2020! 

 eht dna yticilpmis sti morf semoc laeppa yramirp s’mooZ 
user-friendly experience it offers. The app is easy to get started 
with and the user interface is simple. The company prides itself 
on delivering happiness to its users by enabling them to con-
nect with others, express ideas, and pursue future dreams and 

goals. Zoom has offered scalable and secure communication 
and collaboration solutions for individuals, small businesses, 
and large corporates alike. It has developed plans specifically 
tailored for different industries, including the education sector, 
healthcare sector, finance sector, government, and the IT sector, 
to offer appropriate features and customer-support systems for 
their respective industries. As the usage and popularity of the 
app kept on increasing in the early days of the pandemic, the 
company continued to innovate, adding features to enhance the 
user experience. Some of its most popular capabilities preferred 
by its users include in-meeting chat, meeting recordings, screen 
sharing, breakout rooms, virtual backgrounds, raise-hand fea-
ture, remote support, personal meeting ID, waiting room, and 
integration with Google and Outlook calendars. 

 ytiralupop fo slevel detnedecerpnu dehcaer mooZ hguohtlA 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, it was already on an impres-
sive growth path before the coronavirus triggered lockdowns 
and stay-at-home orders were enforced. It had already done the 
groundwork for its exemplary success based on three key factors: 
1) having a strong customer focus as part of its DNA;  2) building 
an innovative product that sells itself; and 3) spending on market-
ing and brand building. According to the founder and CEO of 
Zoom Eric Yuan, “From the start, Zoom’s main focus had been 
to provide a cloud-based video conferencing platform that would 

   MARKETING AT WORK    1. 2 

 Zoom: A Winning Product and Agile Marketing in the Digital Age    

 Seemanta Dutta / Alamy Stock Photo 

          Real-time marketing: Videoconferencing app Zoom has made 
skillful use of real-time social media marketing to create a fresh, 

  .tnemegagne emit-laer gniogno kraps dna ytilanosrep dnarb tnaveler   

 ● Global marketing and sustainable marketing: The 
fifteenth edition’s global marketing and sustainable 
marketing chapters (Chapters  15 and 16) have both 
been significantly restructured and revised, with new 
organizing frameworks, concepts, and examples.

 New Real-World Brand Stories, Highlights, 
Cases, and In-Text Examples
The fifteenth edition of Marketing: An Introduction is 
loaded with new brand stories, highlight features, cases, in-
text examples, and end-of-chapter exercises and features 
that illustrate brand strategies and contemporary marketing 
issues and let students apply what they’ve learned.

 ● Chapter-opening stories, Marketing at Work highlights, 
and in-text examples: The fifteenth edition brings  
marketing to life with new or heavily revised chapter-
opening vignettes, boxed features that highlight relevant 
companies and marketing issues, and loads of new in-
text examples throughout that illustrate contemporary 
marketing practice.

 ● New company cases and end-of-chapter applications 
and exercises: The fifteenth edition provides 16 new 
company cases by which students can apply what they 
learn to actual company situations. End-of-chapter  
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discussion questions, critical thinking exercises, and other applications features are 
also new and revised.  

   Solving Teaching and Learning Challenges  
 Today’s marketing is all about creating customer value and engagement in a fast-chang-
ing, increasingly digital and social marketplace. Marketing starts with understanding con-
sumer needs and wants, determining which target markets the organization can serve best, 
and developing a compelling value proposition by which the organization can attract and 
grow valued consumers. Then, more than just making a sale, today’s marketers want to 
engage customers and build deep customer relationships that make their brands a mean-
ingful part of consumers’ conversations and lives. 

 In this digital age, to go along with their tried-and-true traditional marketing meth-
ods, marketers have a dazzling set of new online, mobile, and social media tools for 
engaging customers anytime, anyplace to jointly shape brand conversations, experiences, 
advocacy, and community. If marketers do these things well, they will reap the rewards in 
terms of market share, profits, and customer equity. In the fifteenth edition of  Marketing: 
An Introduction , students learn how customer value and customer engagement drive 
every good marketing strategy. 

   Six Major Customer Value and Engagement Themes  
 The fifteenth edition of  Marketing: An Introduction  builds on six major customer value 
and engagement themes: 

1.     Creating value  for  customers in order to capture value  from  customers in return  .  
Today’s marketers must be good at  creating customer value, engaging customers,  
and  man  aging customer relationships . In return, they capture value from customers 
in the form of sales, profits, and customer equity. This innovative  customer value and 
engagement   framework  is introduced at the start of Chapter 1 in a unique five-step 
marketing process model (see Figure 1.1), which details how marketing  creates  cus-
tomer value and  captures  value in return. The framework is carefully developed in the 
first two chapters and then fully integrated throughout the remainder of the text.  

2.    Customer engagement and today’s digital and social media.  Digital, mobile, and 
social media have dramatically changed how companies and brands engage con-
sumers, and how consumers connect and influence each other’s brand behaviors. 
The fifteenth edition thoroughly explores the exciting digital, mobile, and social 
media technologies that help brands to engage customers more deeply and interac-
tively. It starts with two major Chapter 1 sections, “Customer Engagement and To-
day’s Digital, Mobile, and Social Media” and “The Digital Age: Online, Mobile, 
and Social Media . ” A completely restructured and revised Chapter 14 on digital 
marketing summarizes the latest developments in digital marketing strategy and 
digital engagement tools. Chapters  11 and 14 discuss the massive shift toward 
digital and omni-channel buying and marketing. Everywhere in between, you’ll 

Create value for customers and
build customer relationships

Capture value from
customers in return

Engage customers,
build profitable

relationships, and
create customer

delight

Construct an
integrated 

marketing program
that delivers

superior value

Understand the
marketplace and
customer needs

and wants

Design a
customer value-
driven marketing

strategy

Capture value
from customers to
create profits and
customer equity

  The Marketing Process: Creating and Capturing Customer Value  
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ing—meeting the present needs of consumers and businesses while also preserv-
ing or enhancing the ability of future generations to meet their needs. The fifteenth 
edition integrates global marketing and sustainability topics throughout the text. It 
then provides focused coverage on each topic in Chapters 15 and 16, respectively. 
Both chapters are substantially restructured and revised in this edition for clarity and 
 currency.

6. Marketing in the age of disruption. Disruptions in the marketing environment have 
always been around. There will be a constant flow of future disruptions, and the “new 
normal” will always be elusive and evolving. Throughout the fifteenth edition, you’ll 
find discussions and examples of how companies and brands are successfully meeting 
disruptive challenges—from the digital revolution and large economic swings, to new-
age disruptive brands, to the aftermath of the global COVID-19 pandemic, to wide-
ranging environmental, social, and political movements. As a basic tenet of marketing, 
to prosper in this age of disruption or even to survive, marketers must bend and adapt 
to fend off the threats and take advantage of the opportunities. They must learn to serve 
customers profitably in the face of constant change and uncertainty.

In-Text Teaching and Learning Features
Marketing: An Introduction provides a wealth of  chapter-opening, within-chapter, and 
end-of-chapter learning features that help students to learn, link, and apply major concepts.

 ● Integrated chapter-opening preview sections. The active and integrative chapter-
opening spread in each chapter starts with an Objectives Outline that provides a helpful 
preview of chapter contents and learning objectives. Next, a Previewing the Concepts 
section briefly previews chapter concepts, links them with previous chapter concepts, 
and introduces the chapter-opening story. Finally, a  chapter-opening vignette—an en-
gaging, deeply developed, illustrated, and annotated marketing story—introduces the 
chapter material and sparks student interest.

Chapter 11: Retailing and Wholesaling   397

Marketing by the Numbers The Hauz of Spize 

The Malaysian food and grocery retail market offers the same 
breadth of products that consumers would expect, including 
packaged and unpackaged food, beverages, and household 
products. In 2018, the Malaysian food and grocery retail market 
was worth an estimated $48.2 billion with an annual growth 
rate of around 9.4 percent. Of this $48.2 billion, 83.2 percent or 
$40.1 billion was related to food purchases. A further increase 
in the market took place after the Malaysian Ministry of Fi-
nance scrapped a 6 percent tax on goods and services. This had 
a significant impact on the price of food and beverages.

Malaysian restaurateur, Priti Gathani has operated four 
What Tasty Food Restaurants for nine years and in March 2021 
she opened her first grocery store in the affluent Bangsar, a 
residential suburb on the outskirts of Kuala Lumpur, under the 
name The Hauz of Spize.

Gathani and her partners hope that they will break even 
within the first eight months of operation. She was keen to 
open the store, recognizing that regardless of the pandemic or 
changes in the eating habits of customers, they would always 
need to obtain their food supplies and that many customers had 
switched to home cooking during the pandemic. Gathani hopes 
to open a chain of stores over the next few years with her focus 
on fresh vegetables, hand-ground spices, and organic produce.

However, finding the right balance of products and stock-
ing levels is challenging. Not stocking enough merchandise—in 
hi f h d l i l l B i

much inventory increases costs and lowers margins, especially 
because of perishability. Both conditions reduce profits. One 
measure of a reseller’s inventory management effectiveness is 
its stockturn rate (also called inventory turnover rate for manu-
facturers). Retailers want to realize a large volume of sales on 
as little inventory as possible while maintaining enough stock to 
meet customer demand. To determine this, Gathani would need 
to run short-term market tests in selected stores to determine the 
optimum inventory levels.

 11-14. Using the data below, determine The Hauz of Spize’s 
weekly stockturn rate for fresh produce during one of 
the market tests. Refer to Analytic Ratios in Appendix 
3: Marketing by the Numbers to learn how to calculate 
stockturn rate. (AACSB: Analytical Thinking)

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Cost of goods  
sold

$76,000 $73,000 $86,000 $98,000

Average inventory 
at cost

$35,000 $32,000 $38,000 $41,000

 11-15. Interpret your answers in the previous question. Is the 
weekly stockturn rate of The Hauz of Spize good or 
bad? What factors should be considered to determine 
this? (AACSB: Written and Oral Communication; Re-
fl ti Thi ki )

find revised and expanded coverage of the exploding 
use of digital and social marketing tools.

3. Building and managing strong, value-creating brands.  
Well-positioned brands with strong brand equity provide 
the basis upon which to build customer value and profit-
able customer relationships. Today’s marketers must posi-
tion their brands powerfully and manage them well to create 
valued brand experiences. The fifteenth edition provides a 
deep focus on brands, anchored by a Chapter 7 section titled 
“Branding Strategy: Building Strong Brands.”

4. Measuring and managing return on marketing. Especially 
in uneven economic times and an uncertain marketing en-
vironment, marketing managers must ensure that their mar-
keting dollars are being well spent. “Marketing account-
ability”—measuring and managing marketing return on 
investment—has now become an important part of strategic 
marketing decision making. This emphasis on marketing ac-
countability is addressed in Chapter 2, in Appendix 3: Market-
ing by the Numbers, and throughout the fifteenth edition.

5. Sustainable marketing around the globe. As technologi-
cal developments make the world an increasingly smaller 
and more fragile place, marketers must be good at market-
ing their brands globally and in sustainable ways. New 
material throughout the fifteenth edition emphasizes the 
concepts of global marketing and sustainable market-
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Developing Employability Skills
 ● Marketing at Work features. Each chapter contains a  chapter-opening story and two 

deeply developed Marketing at Work highlight features that provide in-depth looks 
at real brand marketing strategies and contemporary marketing issues. For example, 
students learn how Amazon’s deep-down passion for creating customer value, en-
gagement, and relationships earns customer buying dollars and loyalty in return; how 
UNIQLO tries to live up to its philosophy “Made for All”; why Peloton’s products fly 
off the shelves despite their premium prices; and how brands like Wendy’s, Denny’s, 
Jollibee, and Zoom harness real-time marketing’s power to engage customers in the 
moment. They see how Instagram has made itself a win-win-win for the company, 
advertisers, and Instagrammers alike; what makes LinkedIn the place to be for B-to-B 
marketers; and how upstart brands like Casper Mattress awakened their slumbering 
industries through direct-to-consumer marketing. They learn that artificial intelligence 
in marketing is now “a bigger deal than fire and electricity” and how brands ranging 
from Walmart and Target to beverage maker Keurig Dr Pepper have learned to deal 
with marketing in this age of disruption. No other text brings marketing to life like the 
fifteenth edition of Marketing: An Introduction.

 ● Company Cases. Appendix 1 contains 16 all-new company cases that help students to ap-
ply major marketing concepts and critical thinking to real company and brand situations.

 ● Marketing Plan appendix. Appendix 2 contains a detailed sample marketing plan that 
helps students to apply important marketing planning concepts.

 ● Reviewing and extending the concepts.  
Sections at the end of each chapter summarize 
key chapter concepts and provide questions 
and exercises by which students can review 
and apply what they’ve learned. The Objec-
tives Review and Key Terms section reviews 
major chapter concepts and links them to chap-
ter objectives. It also provides a helpful listing 
of chapter key terms by order of appearance 
to facilitate easy reference. A Discussion and 
Critical Thinking section provides discussion 
questions and critical thinking exercises that 
help students to keep track of and apply what 
they’ve learned in the chapter.

 ● Minicases and Applications. Sections at the 
end of each chapter provide brief Digital 
Marketing, Marketing Ethics, and Market-
ing by the Numbers applications cases that 
facilitate discussion of current issues and 
company situations in areas such as mobile 
and social marketing, ethics, and finan-
cial marketing analysis. An end-of-chapter 
Company Cases section identifies which of 
the company cases found in Appendix 1 are 
best for use with each chapter.

 ● Author comments and figure annotations. Throughout each 
chapter, author comments ease and enhance student learning by 
introducing and explaining major chapter sections and figures.
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 ● Marketing by the Numbers appendix. An innovative Appendix 3 provides students 
with a comprehensive introduction to the marketing financial analysis that helps 
guide, assess, and support marketing decisions. A new or revised exercise at the 
end of each text chapter lets students apply analytical and financial thinking to that 
chapter’s concepts and links the chapter to the Marketing by the Numbers appendix.

 ● Careers in Marketing. A newly revised Appendix 4 helps students to explore market-
ing career paths and lays out a process for landing a marketing job that best matches 
their special skills and interests.

Instructor Teaching Resources
The fifteenth edition of Marketing: An Introduction comes with the following resources:

 ● Instructor’s Manual
 ● Test Bank
 ● Computerized TestGen
 ● PowerPoints

For more information and resources, please visit www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/
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1Creating Customer Value and Engagement

Marketing

Previewing the Concepts
This first chapter introduces you to the basic concepts of marketing. We start with the ques-
tion: What is marketing? Simply put, marketing is engaging customers and managing profit-
able customer relationships. The aim of marketing is to create value for customers in order 
to capture value from customers in return. Next we discuss the five steps in the marketing 
process—from understanding customer needs to designing customer value–driven marketing 
strategies and integrated marketing programs to building customer relationships and captur-
ing value for the firm. Finally, we discuss the major trends and forces affecting marketing in 
this age of digital, mobile, and social media. Understanding these basic concepts and form-
ing your own ideas about what they really mean to you will provide a solid foundation for all 
that follows.

Let’s start with a good story about marketing in action at Amazon, by far the nation’s 
leading online marketer. The secret to Amazon’s success? It’s really no secret at all. Amazon 
is flat-out customer obsessed. It has a deep-down passion for creating customer value, 
engagement, and relationships. In return, customers reward Amazon with their buying dol-
lars and loyalty. You’ll see this theme of creating customer value in order to capture value in 
return repeated throughout this chapter and the remainder of the text.

 OBJECTIVE 1-1 Define marketing and outline the steps in the marketing process.

OBJECTIVE 1-2 Explain the importance of understanding the marketplace and 
 customers and identify the five core marketplace concepts.

OBJECTIVE 1-3 Identify the key elements of a customer value–driven marketing 
strategy and discuss the marketing management orientations that guide marketing 
strategy.

OBJECTIVE 1-4 Discuss customer relationship management and identify  strategies 
for creating value for customers and capturing value from customers in return.

OBJECTIVE 1-5 Describe the major trends and forces that are changing the 
 marketing landscape in this age of relationships.

 Objectives Outline

PART 1: DEFINING MARKETING AND THE MARKETING PROCESS (CHAPTERS 1–2)
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 Amazon’s deep-down 
passion for creating 

customer value, engagement, 
and relationships 

has made it the nation’s leading 
online retailer. Amazon has become 
the model for companies that are 

obsessively and successfully 
focused on delivering 

customer value. 

    First Stop 

 Amazon: Obsessed with Creating Customer 
Value, Engagement, and Relationships   
  When you think of  shopping online—or of  shopping anywhere, for 
that matter—chances are good that you think first of  Amazon. The 
online pioneer first opened its virtual doors in 1995, selling books 
out of  founder Jeff  Bezos’s garage in suburban Seattle. Amazon 
still sells books—lots and lots of  books. But it now sells just about 
everything else as well, from electronics, housewares, apparel, and 
groceries to loose diamonds, musical instruments, and Maine lob-
sters. And Amazon has rapidly moved beyond online selling, not just 
into physical stores but also into video and music streaming, cloud 
services, and the Internet of  Things. If  one company best represents 
where the world is now headed, it’s probably Amazon. 

 From the start, Amazon has grown explosively. During just the past 
three years, Amazon’s revenues have more than doubled to $386 billion, 
an average of $283,000 every minute of every day. The e- commerce 
giant now pulls in 45 percent of all U.S. online sales and is the nation’s 
second-largest company by revenues, trailing only Walmart. And as 
unthinkable as it might seem, at its current growth rate, Amazon could 
overtake even mighty Walmart in as little as two years. 

 What has made Amazon such an amazing success story? 
Founder and executive chair Jeff  Bezos puts it in three simple words: 
“Obsess over customers.” To its core, the company is relentlessly 
customer driven. “The thing that drives everything is creating genu-
ine value for customers,” says Bezos. Amazon believes that if  it does 
what’s good for customers, profits will follow. 

 Amazon wants to deliver a special experience to every customer. 
Most  Amazon.com  regulars feel a surprisingly strong relationship 
with the company, especially given the almost complete lack of  actual 
human interaction. Amazon obsesses over making each customer’s 
experience uniquely personal. For example, the  Amazon.com  site 
greets customers with their very own home pages, complete with 
personalized site content and recommendations based on their past 
purchase and browsing histories and the purchasing patterns of  cus-
tomers with similar profiles. If  it has 300 million Prime and non-Prime 
customers, Amazon reasons, it should have 300 million stores. 

 Visitors to  Amazon.com  receive a unique blend of  benefits: huge 
selection, good value, low prices, and convenience. But it’s the “dis-
covery” factor that makes the buying experience really special. Once 
on  Amazon.com , you’re compelled to stay for a while—looking, learn-
ing, and discovering. More than just a place to buy things,  Amazon.
com  has become a kind of  online community in which customers can 
browse for products, research purchase alternatives, and share opin-
ions and reviews with other visitors. In this way, Amazon does much 
more than just sell goods online. It engages customers and creates di-
rect, personalized customer relationships and satisfying experiences. 

 From the very start, selection, convenience, and value have been 
the foundation stones of  the Amazon experience. Amazon’s primary 
goal is to help customers get whatever they want in the shortest pos-
sible time at the right price. To create even greater selection and 
discovery for customers, Amazon allows competing retailers—from 
mom-and-pop operations to Marks & Spencer—to sell their products 
on  Amazon.com  through the Amazon Marketplace, creating a virtual 
shopping mall of  incredible proportions. 

 Amazon’s innovations have made the order and delivery process a 
breeze. First it was 1-Click ordering that let customers purchase and 
ship to preset options with just one click. Then Amazon added Dash 
Buttons—shortcut buttons that let customers quickly reorder favorite 
products. If  there’s no smartphone or app handy, customers equipped 
with an Amazon Echo smart speaker can now voice-shop with a 
simple command, “Alexa, reorder laundry detergent”—Amazon’s 
artificial intelligence–driven digital assistant will place and ship the 
order for them. Or easier yet, Amazon’s 
Subscribe & Save system gives 
customers discounts for set-
ting up automatic repur-
chase of  consumable 
products. And Amazon 
Dash Replenishment 
can even check 
product levels in 
cloud-connected de-
vices (think printer 
cartridges) and place 
reorders before cus-
tomers even know they 
are running low. 

 As for delivery, no other 
seller—online or offline—has been 
more effective than Amazon in getting the goods to its customers 
fast. As much as it sells products and convenience, Amazon also 
sells “speed.” When the online giant first introduced Amazon Prime 
more than fifteen years ago, free 48-hour shipping was unheard of; 
now, it’s standard across the industry. So Amazon is working to bring 
its free Prime shipping down to 24-hours. If  that’s not fast enough 
for you, there’s Amazon Prime Now—delivery within two hours or 
less. “It’s cheap, easy, and outrageously fast,” says one awestruck 
customer. 

 © 1996–2021, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates 

          Amazon does much more than just sell goods online. It engages 
customers and creates satisfying customer experiences. “The thing 
that drives everything is creating genuine value for customers,” 
says Amazon founder Jeff Bezos.    
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 According to the vice president of  Amazon Prime Now, her busi-
ness boils down to two simple questions: “Do you have what I want, 
and can you get it to me when I need it?” Amazon continues to invest 
heavily in making the answers to both questions a resounding “yes.” 
To build an even faster and more reliable customer delivery experi-
ence, Amazon is rapidly amassing its own fleets of  delivery vans, 
trucks, and Boeing 767 cargo planes that will make it less dependent 
on third-party shippers such as UPS and the U.S. Postal Service. By 
one estimate, Amazon currently delivers  two-thirds of  its own pack-
ages. The company is also actively exploring more futuristic options, 
such as delivery drones, robots, and driverless vehicles. 

 As Walmart and other store retailers are increasingly invading 
Amazon’s digital domain, the online retailer is also invading their brick-
and-mortar worlds. It knows that a complete customer relationship will 
require merging online and offline selling into the seamless omni- channel 
shopping experience that today’s consumers expect. For example, 
Amazon’s purchase of upscale grocery chain Whole Foods Market gave 
it a leap forward in grocery retailing and also provided a physical store 
platform for the selling and more speedy delivery of other kinds of goods. 

 Amazon is expanding its physical store presence further with store 
concepts such as Amazon Books (books), Amazon 4-Star (selections 
of top-rated or trending items), Amazon Fresh (assortments of fresh 

and prepared foods), Amazon Go convenience and grocery stores (au-
tomated  self-checkout), and Amazon Pop Up (temporary stores). In 
addition to selling products, these stores serve as pickup and return lo-
cations for online purchases. And to make returns easier yet, custom-
ers can simply drop returns off  at their nearest Kohl’s or UPS Store. 
That’s it. Store employees will pack, label, and ship them back for free. 

 So what sweeping new customer-pleasing changes can you 
expect from Amazon in the future? According to Bezos, that’s not 
the most important question. The more important question is what’s 
 not  going to change? And at Amazon, that’s creating real customer 
value. “We know that customers want low prices,” says Bezos, “and 
I know that’s going to be true 10 years from now. They want fast 
delivery; they want vast selection. And so . . . we know the energy we 
put into [those things] today will still be paying off  dividends for our 
customers 10 years from now.” 

 Thus, Amazon has become the poster child for companies that 
are obsessively and successfully focused on delivering customer 
value. “Our customers are loyal to us right up until the second some-
body offers them a better service,” says Bezos. “And I love that. It’s 
super-motivating for us.” He concludes, “When things get compli-
cated, we simplify them by asking, ‘What’s best for the customer?’ 
We believe that if  we do that, things will work out in the long term.”  1    

T
     oday’s successful companies have one thing in common: Like Amazon, they are 
strongly customer focused and heavily committed to marketing. These companies 
share a passion for satisfying customer needs in well-defined target markets. They 

motivate everyone in the organization to help build lasting customer relationships based on 
creating value. 

 Customer relationships and value are especially important today. Facing dramatic tech-
nological advances and deep economic, social, and environmental disruptions, today’s cus-
tomers are reassessing how they engage with brands. New digital, mobile, and social media 
developments have revolutionized how consumers shop and interact, in turn calling for new 
marketing strategies and tactics. It’s now more important than ever to build strong customer 
engagement, relationships, and advocacy based on real and enduring customer value. 

 We’ll discuss the exciting new challenges facing both customers and marketers later in 
the chapter. But first, let’s introduce the basics of marketing.    

     What Is Marketing?  
     OBJECTIVE    1- 1    Define marketing and outline the steps in the marketing process.    

 Marketing, more than any other business function, deals with customers. Although we will 
soon explore more detailed definitions of marketing, perhaps the simplest definition is this 
one: Marketing is engaging customers and managing profitable customer relationships. 
The twofold goal of marketing is to attract new customers by promising superior value and 
to keep and grow current customers by delivering value and satisfaction. 

 For example, Amazon dominates the online marketplace by creating a world-class 
online buying experience that helps customers to “find and discover anything they might 
want to buy online.” Facebook has attracted more than 2.7 billion monthly active web and 
mobile users worldwide by helping them to “connect and share with the people in their 
lives.” And Starbucks dominates the U.S. out-of-home coffee market by “creating a culture 
of warmth and belonging, where everyone is welcome.”  2   

 Sound marketing is critical to the success of every organization. Large for-profit firms 
such as Apple, Target, Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble, and Microsoft use marketing. But so 
do not-for-profit organizations, such as colleges, hospitals, museums, symphony orches-
tras, and even churches. 

  Author Comment  
 Pause here and think about how you’d 
answer this question before studying 

marketing. Then see how your answer 
changes as you read the chapter. 

28
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 Chapter 1: Marketing: Creating Customer Value and Engagement 29

You already know a lot about marketing—it’s all around 
you. Marketing comes to you in the good-old traditional forms: 
You see it in the abundance of products at your nearby shopping 
mall and the ads that fill your TV screen, spice up your maga-
zines, or stuff your mailbox.  And in recent years, marketers 
have assembled a host of newer marketing approaches, every-
thing from imaginative websites and smartphone apps to online 
videos and social media. These new approaches do more than 
just blast out messages to the masses. They reach you directly, 
personally, and interactively. Today’s marketers want to become 
a part of your life and enrich your experiences with their brands. 
They want to help you live their brands.

At home, at school, where you work, and where you play, 
you see marketing in almost everything you do. Yet there is 
much more to marketing than meets the consumer’s casual eye. 
Behind it all is a massive network of people, technologies, and 
activities competing for your attention and purchases. This book 
will give you a complete introduction to the basic concepts and 
practices of today’s marketing. In this chapter, we begin by 
defining marketing and the marketing process.

Marketing Defined
What is marketing? Many people think of marketing as only selling and advertising. 
We are bombarded every day with TV commercials, online pitches, catalogs, and spiels 
from salespeople. However, selling and advertising are only the tip of the marketing 
iceberg.

Today, marketing must be understood not in the sense of making a sale—“telling and 
selling”—but in the sense of satisfying customer needs. If marketers engage consumers 
effectively, understands their needs, develops products that provide superior customer 
value, and price, distribute, and promote them well, these products will sell easily. In fact, 
according to management guru Peter Drucker, “The aim of marketing is to make selling 
unnecessary.”3 Selling and advertising are only part of a larger marketing mix—a set of 
marketing tools that work together to engage customers, satisfy customer needs, and build 
customer relationships.

Broadly defined, marketing is a social and managerial process by which individu-
als and organizations obtain what they need and want through creating and exchang-
ing value with others. In a narrower business context, marketing involves building 
profitable,  value-laden exchange relationships with customers. Hence, we define 
marketing as the process by which companies engage customers, build strong cus-
tomer relationships, and create customer value in order to capture value from custom-
ers in return.4

The Marketing Process
 Figure 1.1 presents a simple, five-step model of the marketing process for creating and 

capturing customer value. In the first four steps, companies work to understand consumers, 
create customer value, and build strong customer relationships. In the final step, companies 
reap the rewards of creating superior customer value. By creating value for consumers, 
they in turn capture value from consumers in the form of sales, profits, and long-term 
customer equity.

In this chapter and the next, we examine the steps of this simple model of market-
ing. In this chapter, we review each step but focus more on the customer relationship 
steps—understanding customers, engaging and building relationships with customers, and 
capturing value from customers. In Chapter 2, we look more deeply into the second and 
third steps—designing value-creating marketing strategies and constructing marketing 
programs.

 Marketing
The process by which companies 
engage customers, build strong customer 
relationships, and create customer value in 
order to capture value from customers in 
return.

Cathy Yeulet/123RF

 Marketing is all around you, in good-old traditional forms and in a 
host of newer forms, from websites and mobile apps to online videos 
and social media.
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      Understanding the Marketplace and Customer 
Needs  
     OBJECTIVE    1- 2    Explain the importance of understanding the marketplace and customers and 
identify the five core marketplace concepts.    

 As a first step, marketers need to understand customer needs and wants and the  marketplace 
in which they operate. We examine five core customer and marketplace concepts: (1) needs, 
wants, and demands; (2) market offerings (products, services, and experiences); (3) value 
and satisfaction; (4) exchanges and relationships; and (5) markets. 

   Customer Needs, Wants, and Demands  
 The most basic concept underlying marketing is that of human needs. Human     needs  are 
states of felt deprivation. They include basic physical needs for food, clothing, warmth, and 
safety; social needs for belonging and affection; and individual needs for knowledge and self-
expression. Marketers did not create these needs; they are a basic part of the human makeup.  

     Wants  are the form human needs take as they are shaped by culture and individual 
personality. An American needs food but may want roast turkey with all the fixings, fol-
lowed by pumpkin pie. A person in Papua, New Guinea, needs food but may want taro, rice, 
yams, and pork, followed by banana cake with chocolate-coconut sauce. When backed by 
buying power, wants become     demands . Given their wants and resources, people demand 

products and services with benefits that add up to the most 
value and satisfaction.   

 Companies go to great lengths to learn about and under-
stand customer needs, wants, and demands. They conduct 
consumer research, analyze mountains of customer data, 
and observe customers as they shop and interact, offline 
and online. People at all levels of the company—including 
top management—stay close to customers. For example, 
Amazon founder and executive chair Jeff Bezos had a cus-
tomer-facing email address that helped him identify customer 
concerns. “I see most of those emails,” said Bezos, “and 
I forward them, some of them—the ones that catch my eye.” 
   Similarly, to see up close what their customers experi-
ence, Airbnb’s CEO Brian Chesky and his co-founder Joe 
Gebbia regularly stay at the company’s host locations, mak-
ing sure they live up to the company’s lofty vision. Such per-
sonal visits help the pair to shape new customer solutions 
based on real user experience.   And Starbucks chief executive 
Kevin Johnson regularly spends time in his local Starbucks, 
working the counter, brewing coffee, handing out orders, 
wiping tables, and chatting with customers. Johnson wants 

Create value for customers and
build customer relationships

Capture value from
customers in return

Engage customers,
build profitable

relationships, and
create customer

delight

Construct an
integrated 

marketing program
that delivers

superior value

Understand the
marketplace and
customer needs

and wants

Design a
customer value-
driven marketing

strategy

This important figure shows marketing in a nutshell. By creating value for customers,
marketers capture value from customers in return. This five-step process forms the
marketing framework for the rest of the chapter and the remainder of the text.

Capture value
from customers to
create profits and
customer equity

         Figure    1. 1       The Marketing 
Process: Creating and Capturing 
Customer Value    

  Author Comment  
 Marketing is all about creating value for 
customers. So, as the first step in the 

marketing process, the company must fully 
understand customers and the marketplace. 

    Needs  
  States of  felt deprivation.    

    Wants  
  The form human needs take as they are 
shaped by culture and individual personality.    

    Demands  
  Human wants that are backed by buying 
power.    

 Jim Wilson/The New York Times/Redux 

          Staying close to customers: Airbnb’s CEO Brian Chesky (left) and 
co-founder Joe Gebbia (center) regularly stay at the company’s host 
locations, helping them shape new customer solutions based on real user 
experiences.    
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